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Introductory Remarks
Dear St. Catherine of Siena Families,
We have established this plan to help St. Catherine of Siena employees, students, and families to
stay healthy and safe, while maintaining a quality education. We remain committed to offering a
solid educational experience by holding our students to high academic standards, and we continue
to foster our Catholic faith and our prayer life through faith based instruction.
Pursuant to the guidelines and protocols from the United States Center for Disease Control
(CDC), San Mateo County Department of Health, S an Mateo County of Education’s (SMCOE)
Pandemic Framework, and the Archdiocese of San Francisco Department of Catholic Schools
(DCS) the school will be applying for a waiver for students in grades kindergarten through six.
We will be adopting the stable cohort plan for grades K-8. Grades 7-8 can only reopen if San
Mateo County remains in the red tier for over 14 days as the waiver does not apply to grades 7-8.
With the approval of the waiver, St. Catherine of Siena School plans on reopening in incremental
stages beginning with our youngest learners, kindergarten and first graders on October 13, 2020.
When these students are settled and safe we will add in second grade through sixth grade one grade
at a time per week.
In order to comply with the physical distancing protocol of 6 feet of space, the school will be
modifying classrooms and locations for grades K-5 to be in school everyday Monday-Friday, from
7:57-12:30pm. If San Mateo County remains in tier red or below, grades 6-8 will be in school daily
for an AM or PM session with physically distanced desks, and utilize virtual platforms to continue
learning for Spanish, Italian, physical education, and music classes.
By having students in school every day following all safety protocols, this will help with student
learning and lessen parent burden as many of them return to work as well. We will offer the
support of online classes to those students who choose to remain home.
Cleanliness and disinfection of the school frequented areas will be a priority.
This document is subject to updates as need arises or as new ordinances are released.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sr. Antonella
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Entrance Protocols
Access to the building will be monitored at all times. Everyone entering the building must have a
temperature check, wear a mask, sanitize and observe distancing protocols.
Morning Drop-off
● Drop-off time: Grades K-5, Cohort A: 6-8: 7:40-8:00am,
Cohort B: 6-8: 11:45-12:00pm
● Protocol: Students will remain in the car until directed to the temperature check/health
screening station wearing a mask. When the student is cleared he or she will use sanitizer at
the door, head to the classroom, and go directly to his/her assigned seat.
● Three temperature check stations will be available.
1. Two for those students who arrive by car. (Primrose Ave. entrance)
2. One for those students who arrive by foot. (Bayswater Ave. entrance)
● Teachers will be in the classroom to welcome students.
● Parents will be notified via email or school website of all procedures and protocols.
●

If a student or staff member shows a temperature above 100.4° or shows symptoms of
COVID-19. He/she must not be admitted and return home immediately. Documentation
will be kept.

● If a student arrives late he/she must use the main entrance, Bayswater Avenue, and go
through the same procedure.
● Parents will not be allowed to walk student(s) into the building at drop-off, or enter the
classroom or the office.
● In order to protect everyone, a plexiglass shield has been placed on the office counter.
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St. Catherine of Siena Morning Drop off Map
Driving Directions:
● Students will remain in the car until directed to the temperature check/health screening
station wearing a mask. The driver will wait until the child(ren) is cleared to proceed to the
classroom. Students who do not pass the temperature check or health screening will be
asked to return to the car and to go home.
● Students with siblings should use the entrance of the oldest sibling.
● Students traveling by foot will use the Bayswater Ave. entrance. The students will stand in
a designated line until they are called forward by a staff/faculty member for their health
check. All students will stand six feet apart from each other. Visual markings will be
marked on the ground or walls as a reminder to socially distance themselves in line.
● If a parent or parents walk with the child(ren) to school they will need to wait until the
child(ren) is cleared to proceed to the classroom.
● Should a child travel to school by foot without a parent or guardian and symptoms or
temperature are observed the student will be moved into the isolation room where they will
remain until picked up.
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Map of Temperature Check/Sanitization Stations
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Health Screening
●

Parents will be reminded often to keep children who are sick at home until they are fever, vomit and
symptom free for 72 hours.
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●

Should a student, family member, or person a student has been in contact with, for a period greater
than 10 minutes, have Covid-19 in the past 14 days, a parent or guardian must notify the school
office immediately and keep the child home.

●

Temperature check will be a daily routine for students and staff. If a child or staff member has a
fever he/she must return home immediately and documentation will be kept.

●

Should a staff member or a student begin to exhibit signs of COVID-19 after arriving at school, the
individual will be separated from the others in an isolation room and arrangements will be made for
the individual to go home as soon as possible. The isolation room will be in the office away from all
other students.

●

An adult, at all entrances, will do the screening.

●

The necessary PPE equipment (masks, thermometers, gloves) have been purchased.

●

Masks: Faculty and staff will wear a mask at all times, observe social distancing, and will be attentive
to handwashing and surface cleaning throughout the day.

●

Gloves will be available, but hand washing or hand sanitizing is recommended as gloves may become
contaminated.

●

After daily temperature check, daily health screening questions for students and staff include these
questions taken from the San Mateo County of Health:
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● Visible signage at every point of entry into the building will display a reminder to wear a
mask, sanitize and to practice social distancing. Also the signage will state to please come
back another time if experiencing a cough, shortness of breath, or a fever:

WELCOME BACK!
The health and safety of our staff and community
members is our top priority. We kindly ask that you wear
a mask, sanitize, and practice social distancing while on
our school and parish campus.
If you have a cough, shortness of breath or a fever
please come back and see us when you are feeling
better.
Thank you,
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Physical Distancing/ San Mateo County’s Four Pillars
In the Classroom
Stable Cohort:A defined group of students whose size is dictated by the ability to implement
physical distancing within the classroom or primary learning setting. A Stable Cohort aims to
reduce mixing of the group members and staff with others, but allows for necessary and practical
considerations in a student’s educational program.
To make physical distancing of 6 feet possible, the school has adopted the stable cohort model that
will see students (K-5) in the classroom five days a week (Monday-Friday), and a stable cohort
model in grades 6-8 that will use an AM or PM schedule (Cohort A: morning, Cohort B:
afternoon) also five days a week.
Desks will be spaced six feet apart (nose to nose) and teachers will have their own area also six feet apart
from students. Some classes may have more students while some may have fewer. Larger classroom
spaces can allow for additional students while maintaining physical distancing.
-Kindergarten will have its stable cohort in the school gym with desks all 6 feet apart: Room
dimensions: 80ft x 50ft. Ample space
-2nd grade has been moved into the Siena Room for a stable cohort of 15 students above the gym:
Room Dimensions 31 ft x 22ft.
-1st, 3rd,5th Grades: These grades will be occupying 2 classrooms each if they need to split into
two small cohorts: Each room contains enough room for up to 18 desks/students with 6ft
distance. All classrooms have the dimensions of 31ft. X 22ft.
-4th Grade will be in our school auditorium with the dimensions of 36ft. X 25ft. There is ample
room for all students in the class to have more than 6 ft distancing space between each other.
-6th-8th grades: Classes will be split into AM/PM cohorts and each classroom has the dimension of
31ft. X 22ft. There is ample room for 18 students in each classroom with social distancing
guidelines of 6 ft space.
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Student desks will keep the required distance of 6 feet. Some classes will split to occupy different rooms.
Students in grades 6-8 will attend at different times to maintain the physical distance protocol. All desks
will face the same way and desks will not be shared.
Classroom rugs, tables, and other superfluous furniture have
been removed to obtain more space.
Students will have their own supplies (Chromebook or Ipads,
pens, pencils, paper, etc) to keep in their desk or backpack.
In order to maintain physical distancing and avoid assembling,
recess and dismissal schedules have been staggered.
Social distancing markings in the shape of arrows are taped on the classroom and hallway floors to help
students maintain the social distancing guidelines. Staff and students will use the arrows as guides and will
also be instructed on the flow of foot traffic through all locations in the school.
Common areas such as the faculty room and the office will also follow the same guidelines and 6 foot social
distancing will be required. High touch areas will be disinfected after each use.
Students will eat their morning snack at their assigned seats in their classroom or they will eat maintaining
6feet of distance out in the playground in a designated area per class. After eating their snack in the
classroom or outdoors, students will play outside in the assigned area, small yard , middle yard, or big yard.
Classrooms are equipped with 5 windows; therefore ventilation is good. All windows and doors of the
classroom will remain open to the extent possible and safe to promote healthy and fresh air. Fans are
available to keep temperatures down on hot days. Outdoor areas will be utilized when possible for outdoor
instruction.
Students are encouraged to bring their own water bottle already filled from home and refill it when needed.
St. Catherine is equipped with new touchless water bottle stations on the 2nd floor of the school and in the
gymnasium.
Restroom time will be monitored to avoid the presence of too many students at the same time particularly
during recess and lunch break.
Photo on the Left: P
 hoto
example of daily instruction
classroom.
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Photo on the Right: Example of grades 6-8: Alternating between AM/PM classroom

Instruction for Students/Health & Hygiene
Teachers and staff will instruct students in the importance of maintaining 6 feet of social distance at all
times on campus. Visual reminders will be provided. One way passages in hallways and common areas will
be practiced.
Teachers will maintain the required social distance of 6 feet while delivering instruction.
Teachers will use the necessary protection (face covering) at all times and will avoid the spread of germs by
the use of sanitizer or hand washing often and avoiding touching of his/her face.
Students will be instructed to sanitize hands before entering the classroom, and before and after eating
snack, after exiting the bathroom and after a cough or a sneeze. Students will be instructed and expected to
keep their area tidy and clean. Teachers and custodial staff will have a scheduled time daily to sanitize chairs
and desks.
Students will be guided in proper CDC handwashing techniques before
the first day of in person learning. Teachers will reinforce this
technique.  https://cdc.gov/handwashing/index.html . Students will be
asked to wash their hands with soap and water at least every two hours
or use sanitizer. Teachers will weave hand washing into their daily plan
to allow students to wash hands frequently. Every classroom is
equipped with a sanitizing station. Handwashing is preferred over hand
sanitizer.
Proper precautions when coughing or sneezing will be taught and enforced.
Teachers will monitor student behavior so social distance and proper
protocols may be observed.
All PPE items, brought from home or school provided, must be used
appropriately. Misuse of the item(s) will result in a verbal warning from the
teacher or notice to the parent/guardian where consequences and/or
reparations will be made for any materials that are broken or damaged.
If any student behaves in a way that jeopardizes the health and well being of him or herself, teachers, staff,
other students, or the school community, St. Catherine reserves the right to send the student home.
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Face Coverings/Masks
Per San Mateo County’s Health Officer, a Face Covering
means a covering made of cloth, fabric, or other soft or
permeable material, without holes, that covers only the
nose and mouth and surrounding areas of the lower face.
A face covering should be considered essential clothing
that is disposable, laundered at home by hand or machine
washed and worn to school each day.
Students will bring their own mask from home
and wear it as a required item. The mask is to be worn
when arriving/leaving campus, in all common areas,
hallways, bathrooms and walkways. Teachers will wear
a mask at all times as an essential item of protection as
required by San Mateo County. The school has
purchased a good number of face masks for use.
● Recommended percentage of time the mask is
to be worn during instructional time in the
classroom at the start of the school year.
Kindergarten 25%
1st Grade 50%
2nd Grade 75%
3rd -8th Grades 100%
● Face covering breaks to be given throughout the day at the teachers’ discretion.
Clear face shields are not required, but if parents would like their child(ren) to wear it in addition
to the face covering that will be allowed. Any individual who refuses to wear a face covering will
not be allowed on campus. If a student refuses to wear a face covering/mask, he/she will be sent
home and will be instructed to participate in distance learning.
Face covering must be appropriate for the school setting, graphics or colors must not distract
faculty, staff or students.
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Staff Training and Family Education
All families have received a copy of the St. Catherine of Siena Reopening Plan. This document is
posted on our w
 ww.stcos.com external and internal website. Before the start of school, parents
will need to sign off that they have read and understand the protocols. Parents will be sent more
information in the days leading up to the school reopening to review additional training regarding
the four pillars of the Pandemic Recovery Framework. The San Mateo Pandemic Framework is
posted on our school website. Ongoing weekly Wednesday newsletters will be sent home with
various reopening plan training tips. Individual questions or concerns with parents are always
welcome. The principal will meet with all parents via Zoom the week before each grade level
incrementally enters back into school to go over protocols and guidelines. Our school wide weekly
production of SCTV will share weekly with the school community protocols when returning to
school.
Staff have all received a copy of the St. Catherine of Siena Reopening Plan. All employees will need
to sign a document to ensure that he/she acknowledges that they have read it and understand how
to implement the plan. Employees have been in contact with the principal during the creation of
the plan to provide feedback. Also, employees will have a staff meeting to review the plan and
protocols before the students arrive. Staff have been trained in the 4 Pillars of San Mateo County’s
Pandemic Recovery Framework: Health and Hygiene, Face Coverings, Physical Distancing, and
Limiting Gatherings. Teachers and staff have been trained and will remain alert to the symptoms
of COVID 19 and have been instructed to send a student who is displaying symptoms to the
isolation room in the school office, where parents/guardians will be called for immediate pick up.
Staff will be trained and remain mindful of the impacts on mental health and wellness and put
protocols in place to support students and staff who may also have experienced loss or experience
stress or anxiety in the return to school. School counselor will be available.
Parents and staff have been encouraged and informed to register for a S tanford Pediatrics
COVID-19 in Children Seminar Series. T
 his forum is explicitly devoted to the COVID-19 pandemic
and is focused on its impact on the pediatric population and the surrounding community. These
weekly sessions will include a rigorous review of recent literature and will promote an enhanced
understanding of key concepts and recommended actions to help school leaders and parents navigate
the ongoing pandemic.
Additional Resources
●
The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL)’s R
 eunite, Renew
and Thrive: SEL Roadmap for Reopening School
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●

Kids Help Line: Guide to supporting your child to go back to ‘normal’ after COVID-19

Maintenance
St. Catherine of Siena School will maintain health and safety protocols in the classroom and other
instructional spaces.
Rosters of each stable cohort will be kept by the teacher and in the school office.
Every cohort will have its own instructor and mixing of students will be avoided as much as
possible. Staff rotation will be minimal. Students will remain in their assigned classroom.
Every student will have his/her own electronic device so there will be no sharing.
Every classroom will have PPE equipment and a sanitization station, and students are encouraged
to have their own sanitizer in the backpack.
Staff will be trained to recognize symptoms of the illness in the students.
Bathrooms will be cleaned and disinfected several times a day.
Disinfectant products are kept away from students, securely and safely stored on campus.
When performing cleaning duties, the custodial staff will follow CDC guidance on the use of face
coverings, safety equipment and the proper PPE usage will be enforced.
Outside of the Classroom/ Limited Gatherings
Social distancing will be enforced at all times throughout the school campus.
There will be only two entrance points at the beginning of the day and two exit points at dismissal
(Bayswater and Primrose Ave.). Both will be monitored and distance kept as dismissal times will be
staggered. Visual reminders will be placed around entrances to keep the six foot distance. Parents
are to remain in their vehicles to avoid gathering for drop off and pick up.
Sanitation stations have been placed at school entrances, classroom entrances, and bathroom exits.
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An effort will be made to reduce visitors and parent presence in the school. Notice will be posted
and parents notified. At this time NO parents or volunteers will be on campus.
All gatherings of large groups such as school Masses and assemblies, back to school nights and
parent meetings will be discontinued or substituted with virtual or live streamed meetings. Field
trips will be postponed until there is a change in the ordinance.
The whole student body morning assembly will be substituted by the in-class prayer,
pledge of allegiance, and announcements from the office.
Sports such as volleyball, baseball, and cheerleading will not be held until further notice from the
league, PPSL.
Drama club will not gather in the fall. Extra curricular activities that require assembling will be
discontinued or they will meet virtually.
The after-school care program will be available to our younger students. It will open in incremental
stages to make small stable cohorts of no more than 14 students. Initially, the program will open
only to Kindergarten and 1st grade, and when safe to do so we will create another small stable
cohort of 2nd-3rd graders with no more than 14 students. Students and aftercare staff will need to
repeat the screening process when entering into the aftercare program, which includes the morning
routine of temperature check and screening questions. All students will have to follow the same
protocols of social distancing, hygiene, limited gathering, mask wearing. The area will be
disinfected daily by after-care staff and custodial staff.
Covid Testing, Exposure and Contact Tracing
St. Catherine of Siena’s plan for testing is to send our employees to their health care provider or a
community or state testing site. We have provided our faculty with the list of locations where they
can get tested for Covid 19. All staff will be tested monthly and will undergo COVID-19
screening prior to the reopening of school to ensure they are not asymptomatic carriers of the
virus. Faculty and students can find testing information here: w
 ww.smcgov.org/covid-19-testing.
.
● Although students are not mandated to test for COVID we require COVID testing for
anyone who presents with symptoms , who has been in contact with someone who tested
positive, or other reasons not stated above in order to participate in in-person learning. St.
Catherine of Siena will be following the S an Mateo County of Education scenario of Cases
and Contact Tracing within the community document.
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● If a student or staff member of the St. Catherine of Siena community test positive for
COVID they should immediatly notify the school principal and quarantine.

Case, Close Contact, Indirect Contact
To understand the continuum of health concern for members of the public regarding the
contracting of COVID-19, the Pandemic Recovery Framework uses the terms Case, Close
Contact, and Indirect Contact to mean the following within a pandemic context:
Cases and Contact Tracing in the School Community Table 1:Steps to Take in Response to
Confirmed or Suspected COVID-19 Cases and Close Contacts to Known COVID-19 Cases
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Response to Suspected or Confirmed Cases and Close Contacts Suspected COVID-19 Case(s):
In general practice, if students, teachers, and staff present with fever, respiratory infection, or other
COVID-19 symptoms, send them home immediately. Separate them from others in an isolation
room established on campus in a room inside the office until they go home. This isolation room is
a room within our school office away from other staff and students.
Students or teachers should get tested immediatly if they have developed one or more COVID
symptoms. Parents/guardians and staff must notify the Principal/school administration
immediately if the student or staff tests positive for COVID-19. For serious illness, we will call
9-1-1 without delay.
○ Keep students who are waiting to be picked up in the isolation room in an area that others do
not enter or pass through. Make sure that students keep their face coverings on.
○ If possible and safe, when parents or guardians arrive to pick up a sick student, the student will
meet them outside with a staff member instead of allowing the parents or guardians into the
building. We will then close off areas used by any sick person and will not be used before
thoroughly cleaning and disinfecting. To reduce the risk of exposure, we will ideally wait 24 hours
before cleaning and disinfecting. If it is not possible to wait 24 hours, wait as long as practicable.
We will ensure a safe and correct application of disinfectants with proper PPE and ventilation. The
school may find alternative locations for students and teachers whose regular classroom is being
cleaned or disinfected.
https://www.smcoe.org/assets/files/Alert_FIL/Pandemic_Recovery_Framework.pdf

Notice of Infection and Confidentiality Regulations and Communication Plans
The school will document any case of students with above normal, 100.4°, temperature at drop off
or students with above normal temperature during the school day.
In the event of a student or an employee determined to have COVID-19, a notice of exposure will
be sent home to those who came in contact with him/her for 10 minutes or longer in the last 14
days.
The non-identifiable COVID-19 exposure notification form provided by the Department of
Catholic Schools will be used.
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Confidentiality will absolutely be maintained with the community members per FERPA/HIPPA
regulations. Disclosure to the San Mateo County Public Health Department, may be necessary.
School Point People, Mrs. Elena Caruso or Mrs. Patricia Bandel, will be responsible for assisting
with the support of contact tracing. We will follow the reporting process issued by the San Mateo
County of Education, 650-802-5515.
The following flowchart will be used for contact tracing and communication protocol between St.
Catherine of Siena School, the Archdiocese of San Francisco, San Mateo County Office of
Education, and the San Mateo County Department of Health. The Department of Catholic
Schools will also be informed and exposure notice will be sent out.

When the school has a case of COVID-19:
1. The school COVID-19 point person (Mrs. Bandel or Mrs. Caruso) must report all
COVID-19 cases to SMC CD Control within 24 hours.
2. Then the school point person will immediatly notify the District Point Person (Associate
Superintendent Jonathan Schild) of COVID-19 cases in the school community.
3. The School COVID-19 Point Person and the assigned San Mateo County Health
investigator will be in daily contact Monday – Friday, unless instructed otherwise by SMC
CD Control.
4. The District COVID-19 Point Person collects data from school and must complete a daily
report for all new cases (a line list) and submit it via secure email to SMCCD daily by 10:00
a.m.
5. The District COVID-19 Point Person or Superintendent/Private School Head should
notify SMCOE at (650) 802-5515.
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Responsibilities of San Mateo County Public Health
● Conduct formal contact tracing
● Advise School Point Person on the school site response
Responsibilities of School COVID-19 Point Person
● Report data on cases per the protocol
● Follow advice of San Mateo County Health
● Seek additional guidance as necessary from the District Point Person

Managing Finances
Financial Planning
Given the uncertain nature of the COVID-19 pandemic and the extra care required, the school
plans to operate with a conservative budget which must cover salaries, resources, supplies,
technology, facility, equipment, PPE, etc.
The school will continue to offer financial aid to families in need as funds allow.
Tuition will remain the same. St. Catherine of Siena will continue to offer quality education to our
students. Students will continue to receive instruction in all curriculum areas and standards.
Faculty and staff will continue to work normal hours or more to meet all instructional goals, while
maintaining new protocol regulations.
Fundraising will be very limited due to the non-assembly ordinance; therefore, income will suffer.
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Campus Maintenance
The safety of the students and employees is our first priority.
The school has been completely cleaned and disinfected and will continue to maintain the safety
precautions throughout the year.
Classrooms and the office will be disinfected at least twice a day, other used areas such as the
library and the auditorium will be disinfected after use. Cleaning of the building will be done at
regular cleaning time in the afternoon.
Electronic equipment such as copy machines, printers and telephones will be cleaned after use.
Restrooms will be cleaned twice a day and use of them will be monitored so students will go one at
a time. The kindergarteners and second graders will have their own bathroom, the 1st graders will
also have their own, another bathroom will be made available to the girls in grade 3 and 4.
High touch areas, such as door handles, handrails, desktops, chairs and light switches will be
cleaned several times a day after use.
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School Schedule
Morning Drop-off
7:40-8:00am
Recess
Students will eat their snack at their assigned seat in the classroom, then go outside for the break.
Grades

Times

Kindergarten-1st

9:45-10:00am

2nd-3rd

10:00-10:15am

4th-5th

10:15-10:30am

6th-8th

9:30-9:45am
1:35-1:50pm
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Lunch
Students will not eat lunch in school. The hot lunch program will be suspended.
Dismissal Times:
Dismissal (Monday-Friday)

Kindergarten and
4th

12:30pm

1st-2nd

12:35pm

3rd and 5th

12:40pm

6th-8th

Cohort A: 11:00am
Cohort B: 3:00pm
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Extended Care
Limited to Kindergarten - 3rd grade and will open in incremental stages.
Students will stay within their small cohorts.
No mixing of children.
Begins at 12:30 according to the schedule of dismissal.

Attendance
● K and 4th: Monday-Friday: 7:57-12:30pm
● 1st, 2nd: Monday-Friday: 7:57-12:35pm
● 3rd and 5th: Monday-Friday: 7:57-12:40pm
● 6th-8th: Monday-Friday: Cohort A: 7:57-11:00 / Cohort B: 12:00-3:00

Monday
Stable Cohort
A
Grades 6-8

7:57-11:00am

Stable Cohort
B
Grades 6-8

12:00-3:00pm

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

7:57-11:00am

7:57-11:00am

7:57-11:00am

7:57-11:00am

12:00-3:00pm 12:00-3:00pm 12:00-3:00pm 12:00-3:00pm
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Distance Learning
Some families may choose distance learning for their children due to family situations that require
extra precautions to remain healthy: elderly members in the same household, sick or at-risk family
members, new-born siblings, etc. In order to be able to continue teaching those students who
remain at home, teachers are given the time in the afternoon to teach virtually from school.
Triggers to Transition to Distance Learning
Circumstances will vary when St. Catherine of Siena might close and implement our Distance
Learning program. Our school will work with our county health office and follow the CDPH
criteria for determining a school closure. Our school will follow the current guidance for
determining the need to close. Our school would close based on the number of cases, the
percentage of teachers/students/staff that are positive for COVID 19, and in consultation with
the local health officer. School closure may be appropriate if:
·

There are multiple case in multiple cohorts


· At least 5% of the total number of teachers/students/staff are cases within a
14-day period.
·

Local health officer determines school closure is warranted


If St. Catherine of Siena school must be closed and a DLP is implemented, the Principal will
send email communications to both parents/guardians and faculty/staff making this
announcement and delineating a timeline for implementation. An exact date will be designated
when distance learning will begin for our students.

Mandating Agency Updates:
The Center for Disease Control K-12 Education
San Mateo County Health or call 2-1-1 for the COVID-19 call center
San Mateo County of Education and Framework Recovery Plan Phone: (650)802-5300
San Francisco Archdiocese Department of Catholic Schools
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Addendum to Application
St. Catherine of Siena School is seeking approval to add our 7th and 8th grade
students to our waiver that was approved on October 5, 2020 for the safe return
to school for our Kindergarten-6th grade students.
School Plans for Incrementally Reopening to In-person Instruction for Grades 7-8
Total Number of Enrolled Students: 7th Grade=36 8th Grade=36
Number of On-site Faculty and Staff: 20
Proposed Start Date: Monday, November 16, 2020
School website address where the reopening plan is posted: www.stcos.com
Cleaning and Disinfecting:
Page of Plan: 14
Bathrooms, classrooms and high touch areas will be cleaned and disinfected several times a
day. Disinfectant products are kept away from students, securely and safely stored on campus.
When performing cleaning duties, the custodial staff will follow CDC guidance on the use of face
coverings, safety equipment and the proper PPE usage will be enforced.

Cohorting: How Students will be kept in small stable groups:
Page of Plan: 9
A stable cohort model in grades 6-8 that will use an AM or PM schedule (Cohort A: morning,
Cohort B: afternoon) five days a week. Each classroom has the dimension of 31ft. X 22ft.
There is ample room for 18 students in each classroom with social distancing guidelines of 6 ft
space. Staggered arrival, dismissal and recess times will be enforced. No extended care will be
offered to 7th-8th graders. PPSL sports and Drama Club have been cancelled until further
notice.
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Entrance Egress, and Movement within the School: How movement of students,
staff and parents will be managed to avoid close contact and/or mixing of
cohorts.
Page of Plan: 3-4, 10
Markings in the shape of arrows are taped on the classroom and hallway floors to help students maintain the
social distancing guidelines. Staff and students will use the arrows as guides and will also be
instructed on the flow of foot traffic through all locations in the school. Staggered arrival, dismissal

and recess times will be enforced. No visitors /parents will be allowed on campus at this time. All
parents will remain in their vehicles at drop off and pick up to avoid gathering. The 7th/8th grade
students will use mapped out entry points and exits set forth by the St. Catherine of Siena
Reopening Plan.
FACE COVERINGS and OTHER ESSENTIAL PROTECTIVE GEAR:
Page/s of Plan: 12
Students will bring their own mask from home and wear it as a required item. The mask is to be
worn when arriving/leaving campus, in all common areas, hallways, bathrooms and walkways.
Recommended percentage of time the mask is to be worn during instructional time in the
classroom at the start of the school year: 7th -8th Grades 100% .
HEALTH SCREENINGS for Staff and Students: How Staff and Students will be
screened for symptoms of Covid 19 and how ill students and staff will be
separated from others and sent home immediatly.
Page/s of Plan: 6,8
Students’ temperatures will be taken before entering into the school building. If a student has a
temperature or shows symptoms at the designated health check station the student must return
home in the car or if getting to school on foot the student will be taken to the isolation room and
the parent will be contacted for pickup. Should a student begin to exhibit signs of COVID-19
after arriving at school, the individual will be separated from the others in an isolation room and
arrangements will be made for the individual to go home as soon as possible. Staff will self
screen daily and take temperature daily. Negative Covid test is required of the staff monthly.

HEALTHY HYGIENE PRACTICES:
Page of Plan: 11
Hand sanitizing stations placed at all entrances of school, classrooms and bathrooms. Posters
and visual reminders will be hung. Teachers will teach the students proper handwashing
techniques.All students are asked to carry sanitizer in their own backpack.Students are required
to sanitize or wash hands before entering school & classroom, after bathroom, before and after
eating a snack & after a cough or a sneeze.Students will be encouraged to wash their hands
every 2 hours. Hand washing is preferred over sanitizing.
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IDENTIFICATION AND TRACING OF CONTACTS:
Page of Plan: 20
St. Catherine of Siena will follow the protocols as outlined by the San Mateo County Pandemic
Recovery Framework for any case. Confidentiality will absolutely be maintained with the
community members per FERPA/HIPPA regulations. Disclosure to the San Mateo County
Public Health Department, may be necessary. School Point People, Mrs. Elena Caruso or Mrs.
Patricia Bandel, will be responsible for assisting with the support of contact tracing. The
Department of Catholic Schools will also be informed and exposure notice will be sent out.
PHYSICAL DISTANCING:
Page of Plan: 9-10
Student desks will keep the required distance of 6 feet. Some classes will split to occupy different rooms. In
order to maintain physical distancing and avoid assembling, entrance to school, recess and dismissal
schedules have been staggered. 6th-8th grades: Classes will be split into AM/PM cohorts and each

classroom has the dimension of 31ft. X 22ft. There is ample room for 18 students in each
classroom with social distancing guidelines of 6 ft space. Visible signage will be posted throughout
the campus to remind people to keep the 6ft. distance.
Staff Training and Family Education:
Page/s on Plan: 13
All families & staff have received a copy of the St. Catherine of Siena Reopening Plan. This
document is posted on our w
 ww.stcos.com external and internal website. Before the start of
school, parents and staff will need to sign off that they have read and understand the protocols.
Staff has been trained to recognize symptoms of Covid19 and will remain mindful of the impacts
on mental health during the return to school process.

TESTING OF STUDENTS AND STAFF
Page/s of Plan: 15
Our employees will go to their health care provider or a community/state testing site. We have
provided our faculty with the list of locations where they can get tested for Covid 19. All staff will
be tested monthly and will undergo COVID-19 screening prior to the reopening of school to
ensure they are not asymptomatic carriers of the virus. Although students are not mandated to test
for COVID we require COVID testing for anyone who presents with symptoms, who has been in
contact with someone who tested positive, or other reasons not stated above in order to
participate in in-person learning. Testing centers for children have been emailed to all school
families.
TRIGGERS FOR TRANSITIONING TO DISTANCE LEARNING:
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Page/s of Plan: 26
Our school would close based on the number of cases, the percentage of teachers/students/staff
that are positive for COVID 19, and in consultation with the local health officer. School closure
may be appropriate if:
·

There are multiple case in multiple cohorts


· At least 5% of the total number of teachers/students/staff are cases within a
14-day period.
·

Local health officer determines school closure is warranted


COMMUNICATION PLANS:
Page/s of Plan: 19-21
Confidentiality will absolutely be maintained with the community members per FERPA/HIPPA
regulations. Disclosure to the San Mateo County Public Health Department, may be necessary.
School Point People, Elena Caruso or Patricia Bandel, will be responsible for assisting with the
support of contact tracing. We will follow the reporting process issued by the San Mateo County
of Education.
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